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00:15:19 Shelley Evans: New Government - yay! 

00:15:40 Rudolf (Rudy) Blums: Hallo & welcome from Belgrave, Wurundjeri country. 

00:15:47 Patricia Duffy: 77 seats! Hooray, 

00:16:06 mel s: Ready with the wine Pete?? Lol 

00:16:09 Jo Kowalczyk: Chiming in from Italy to join in the excitement! 

00:16:16 Shelley Evans: Hi from Ngnunnawal country! 

00:16:21 Tony Simons: Albo's team will be just as good as Hawke, Keating and Rudd for 

shue. 

00:16:24 Andrew Gray: Hi from the UK 

00:16:26 Timmee Grinham: Hi everyone - Timmee here - joining from the lands of the 

Wurundjeri People of the Kulin nation, on their lands that were never ceded. 

00:16:27 Angelika Heurich: Hi from Anaiwan Lands, Uralla NSW 

00:16:29 Rachel: Hi all - Rachel from The Australia Institute here. Thanks for joining us today. 

Looking forward to a great webinar!    

 

A little reminder, the chat has options for ‘hosts and panelists’ or ‘everyone’. Choose the latter 

option to participate in the chat with everyone.     

 

Use the Q&A function to submit questions for the panel to answer live! You can also upvote other 

people's questions. 

00:16:32 Marie Liseby: liseby good evening and thank you 

00:16:35 Stephen Prohm: Evening all. Greetings from Birpai country (Port Macquarie). 

00:16:47 Anthony Smith: I'm from Turrbal & Jagerra Land. 

 

Dickson Electorate!!! 

00:16:51 Jay Wilson: g'day from San Francisco! 

00:16:52 mel s: Ha ha ha Pete 

00:16:55 Jo Barkworth: Good evening from Greensland! Though still on the land of the 

Jaggera and Turrbul peoples :-) 

00:17:17 Judith Gamper: Hello from Judith on Ngunnawal/Ngambri Country 

00:17:26 Angelika Heurich: Sorry, but I value Kathryn's perspective, Peter! :-) 

00:17:38 Russell Johnstone: Russell here from Kaurna Country in the Barossa, where we 

still have Tony Pasin MP Member for Barker 

00:18:24 Lauren Dodd: G'day from Wurundjeri land in Naarm  
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00:18:26 Stephen Pritchard: Greetings from Wardandi country - SW WA! 

00:18:33 Bev Majda: Hey Lovely Peeps. So great to be joining you all again. Bev from 

Adelaide. Hellooooo to all on Kaurna country (Adelaide Plains) 

00:18:42 Georgina Nicholson: Hi coming in from Naarm Melbourne, Wurundjeri Woi-

wurrung Tradional Owners 

00:18:44 mel s: So happy my new parliamentarian is a smart woman doctor!! Diversity is 

strength! 

00:18:49 Terrence O'Brien: Hi from Joondaburri )Yarram - Bribie Island)  Retained LNP 

unfortunately …….. 

00:18:56 Anthony Smith: Nice! 

00:19:00 Robynne Burchell: Good evening from Bidewell country 

00:19:09 Shelley Evans: Great work Pete - well done! 

00:19:42 Marie Liseby: liseby having issues have to close and try another device 

00:19:48 Robyn Thurston: Evening all from Wiradjuri country, Wagga Wagga! 

00:20:00 Susan Masters: Hello from Dja Dja Wurrung Country (Bendigo-ish) 

00:20:14 Angelika Heurich: I was vexed in both places I occupy... Uralla & Barnaby, but 

am resident in McPherson, GC & Karen Andrews 

00:20:14 Bev Majda: We can be happy and dancing 

00:21:00 Susan Masters: Happy and dancing for the future of social and affordable housing in 

the future. 

00:21:21 Shelley Evans: Labor only lost by one seat in 2019 - should not be forgotten! 

00:21:22 Georgina Nicholson: our country desperately needed change 

00:21:33 mel s: Susan..I eagerly wait but it’s step in the right direction.. 

00:21:34 Bev Majda: Respect Susan 

00:21:37 Angelika Heurich: Am doing happy dances on this outcome as well... what a 

relief!!!!! 

00:21:39 Irena liddell: hello from cammeraigal country (nth Sydney) new home to an 

independent 

00:21:53 HEATHER KJOLLER: Hello from Bennelong Electorate - another Labor seat - 

YAY!! 

00:22:14 Shelley Evans: Progressive governments for the foreseeable future! 

00:22:18 mel s: Sadly older women are the highest group of homelessness’ in Australia 

00:22:45 Susan Masters: Bendigo - Labor for 30 years. 

00:23:09 Shelley Evans: Eden-Monaro - now safe 8% 
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00:23:21 Bev Majda: What a great outcome! Community-based independents, Greens 

and Labor 

00:23:23 Richard Tuffin: Hello from Nugnnawal country where we retained all 3 Labor MPs 

and got rid of a LNP senator and picked up a great independent senator! 

00:23:23 Marjorie Henzell: Hello everyone from Anaiwan Country (Armidale NSW) 

where it is freezing but I have a warm inner glow and can now breathe, because we have a majority 

Labor Government with with great cultural diversity and an interesting cross bench. 

00:23:30 Stephen Prohm: True Mel S. Often the older women are not in the statistics. 

00:23:52 Rosemary Watson: Hope Albanese is prepared to have meaningful discussion 

with the cross benchers. 

00:23:55 David Evans: And hello from Goldstein ... home to another newly-minted 

independent (GoZoe!) 

00:23:57 Mark Hutchison: Good to see a lot of people in Parliament who aren't lawyers 

or political staffers 

00:24:02 John McCallum: The veil of despair has been lifted but where to from here if Albo 

does not collaborate will labour be a one term Govt. 

00:24:22 Stephen Pritchard: As Richard Dennis indicated, swings in electorates and 

overall don't always translate to changes in seats won. Important observation. 

00:24:24 Susanne Koen: Hello to all from Peramangk country. Thrilled we've got Bek Sharkie 

back in for Mayo 

00:24:24 Trish Randles: Hi All from Dja Dja Wurrung country(Bendigo) 

00:24:29 Belinda Chambers: Hello from Cammeraygal country and North Sydney - Teal!! 

00:24:38 Richard Tuffin: I think despite having a majority Albo will be willing to work 

constructively with the progressive parts of the cross bench.  

 

Katter? Not so much. 

00:24:40 Tony Simons: Howard hassown the seeds for this event. 

00:24:48 Dr Leili Golafshani: Hello from Brisbane (Oxley seat) 

00:24:52 Liz Ryan: Good job Peter!  Complex variables -  It even made a difference in 

the last count for 77th seat - postal votes had a lean, absentees the opposite! 

00:24:54 mel s: David..Happy to see Tim Wilson go..he never mentioned Zoe Daniel in his 

concession speech..speaks VOLUMES 

00:25:06 Anthony Smith: that's really interesting about yougov 

00:25:33 Tony Simons: Scotty has set a very long time in opposition for the LNPee. 

00:25:35 Rod simpson: Hi, Rod Simpson, Voices of North Sydney Cammeraygal land. Can't 

beat ‘feet on the street’ to really understand the sentiment. 
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00:25:50 Angelika Heurich: Agree Richard T... if the Libs had been in potential minority 

or otherwise, this would have created some very interesting ‘negotiations’ (or not) 

00:26:55 Tony Simons: The LNP has a long list of failed leaders going back to Dolly Downer 

and Lord Nelson 

00:26:56 mel s: Interesting that the CEO of The Guides Dog resigned as well today..Josh 

Frydenberg thanked her as well.. 

00:26:56 Colin Mitchell: Yes, Labor must cooperate with the Greens and Independants.  They 

don't think so but doing that will improve their policies.  I think the future is a Labor-Greens 

coalition. 

00:27:00 Caroline Tulip: Volunteer from Pocock campaign here. Redbridge Seat polling was 

essential and informed the campaign. over 2,400 volunteers went door to door. no one say anyone 

from Seselja campaign except paid workers. 

00:27:18 kim darling: Can we hear about how the voting will flavour the legislation agenda 

00:27:24 Shelley Evans: ABC was confusing and confused. A bit annoying to hear Leigh Sales 

ask Tanya Plibersek where Labor went wrong! 

00:27:31 Caroline Tulip: Not Teals - Community independents 

00:27:45 Aron Segal: Hello from Macnamara. So happy for our Josh Burns 

00:27:48 mel s: I was in the audience of Q and A and Alexander Downer LOST it completely 

..He was rude to all the female panelists 

00:27:54 mel s: BIG CALL Pete 

00:27:58 Bev Majda: Hear ya sister Shelley 

00:27:59 Tracey Hamilton: Community Independents 

00:28:10 Caroline Tulip: Let’s hope Division by design is Dead 

00:28:11 Colleen Gibbs: Totally Agree on Peter's comments about end of Howard era 

00:28:24 Tony Simons: Plus lots of racism and wedging from Howard. 

00:28:26 sheila pollard: SE I agree. 

00:28:32 Marjorie Henzell: Correct RT 

00:28:33 Philip Benjamin: Loved the cheers for Greens comment on Q&A! 

00:28:37 Rachel: A reminder to post your questions for the panelists in the Q & A section. 

00:28:40 Andrew Barty-King: We need to see what happens after the dust settles 

00:28:42 Kathryn Boles: Mel S, so there was more of Downer losing it than we saw on tv? 

00:28:46 Caroline Tulip: Well done Greens 

00:28:48 mel s: Howard also changed our gun laws..RESPECT and credit where it’s due Pete 

00:28:56 mel s: I' 
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00:29:07 mel s: Im not a Liberal voter 

00:29:15 Caroline Tulip: A Labor Prime Minister would have done same on gun laws 

00:29:18 Bev Majda: Yay!!! Murph 

00:29:22 Shelley Evans: Hello Katherine! 

00:29:32 Alistair McCulloch: Yup, Peter. The task is to try to shift the political centre 

point to the left/progressive end. That's what ending the Howard years means. Cheers!! :-) 

00:29:34 mel s: It’s WINE O’clock now 

00:29:39 Angelika Heurich: Red wine here, Peter :-) 

00:29:41 Susanne Koen: Cheers Pete 

00:29:43 Emma-Kate Rose: I'm drinking a fine craft pale ale! Woohoo!!! 

00:29:46 mel s: Shouldn 

00:29:49 Andrew Murdoch: G&T please 

00:29:52 Susan Masters: Pinot for moi 

00:29:54 Mark Simpson: With you Pete 

00:30:06 jennifer manson: Wine is a great idea!  tired of water... 

00:30:09 Phillip Hodges: hello to everyone from Dandenong Victoria. This is going to be good 

for us. In the last 5 Federal elections, people were disappointed with both major parties. So a lot 

started to vote for the Independents, and gradually the Independents have imposed a change in the 

system to how to avoid a hang parliament. 

00:30:17 mel s: Pete..Should that be Chardonnay socialism..lol 

00:30:32 JOCK KREITALS: Post-election/birthday celebration trip to King and Yarra Valleys - so 

endless fine wine options here.  Cheers everyomne! 

00:30:36 Caroline Tulip: Headwinds - Urgently needed - gas price control, gas reservation 

and no new gasfields. Sorry but thats the truth even though Labor intends to do nothing. 

00:30:39 Colin Mitchell: Labor is still too weak on climate change action.  But they are also 

ignoring the threat of nuclear war and are taking no action to promote arms control measures to 

head off the threat.  It is the ignored second existential crisis.  The Greens should also be speaking up 

about this. 

00:30:42 Terrence O'Brien: Hi Catherine - welcome! 

00:30:57 Kevin Judah White: I thought Downer gave a mealy-mouthed response on Q & A 

on the East Timor issue.  As well as Tim Wilson, I'm glad Eric Abetz and Amanda Stoker are gone       . 

00:31:00 Eileen Whitehead: As always, the ALP inherit a poisoned chalice from the LNP! 

00:31:02 Richard Tuffin: As long as you're not eating liver and fava beans with your Chianti 

Peter... 

00:31:16 Bev Majda: Umm … I love Richard's brain 
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00:31:19 Liz Ryan: Keynes rules OK! 

00:31:30 Caroline Tulip: Terrible problems for Labor, Indys and Greens to fix 

00:31:32 Angelika Heurich: Great to have you join the panel, Kathryn... looking forward 

to your perspectives... once the gents have had their say... :-) 

00:32:03 Susan Masters: Private rental is going through the roof... pardon the pun in Vic. 

00:32:11 jennifer manson: Sad we've lost Rex Patrick! 

00:32:12 Rachel: Just a reminder to please keep all comments in the chat civil and on topic or 

you'll be removed from the discussion – Thanks! 

00:32:20 Angelika Heurich: Sorry for auto-correct, Katharine!!!! 

00:32:22 Tony Simons: Federal ICAC to examine bugging Timor Leste and Woodside, 

Downer's home for a long time. Plus drop Bernard Collaery persecution 

00:32:30 Caroline Tulip: Hi Kathryn - welcome 

00:32:45 Alistair McCulloch: Agree @Jennifer. Rex was a good chap to have in teh Senate 

00:32:48 mel s: Kevin..Alexander Downer started finger pointing to the Greens senator..All 

the women were pissed off in that Q and A audience.. It was awkward watching him as well..RELIC of 

the past ! 

00:32:56 Caroline Tulip: Definitely need AG to drop Collaery persecution 

00:33:13 Shelley Evans: Gaetjens gone - hooray! 

00:33:26 mel s: NO NEED to apologise Katherine! You do your work 

00:33:30 Kathryn Boles: Thanks for your insights, Mel. I hope they stop inviting him onto 

these panels! 

00:33:33 Caroline Tulip: So did King get energy? 

00:33:55 Jane Touzeau: Helen Trueman - have a look at Triangle Wars (on YouTube I think) 

about successful independent campaign City of Port Phillip council election 2008. Independents - 

community needs to take the initiative! 

00:34:01 Tony Simons: Pezzulo should have resigned. Get rid of Border Force goons, 

disband it 

00:34:03 mel s: Kathryn..He had his arms crossed even before the show began..Fun Fact. 

00:34:32 Angelika Heurich: Wow! Tanya Plibersek was brilliant at education… 

00:34:36 Kathryn Boles: Antagonistic from the start! 

00:34:42 Kathryn Boles: Mel 

00:34:43 Caroline Tulip: So APPEA best friend and pro gas MP Madeleine King gets energy 

00:34:47 Emma-Kate Rose: Annika Wells got aged care 
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00:34:49 Stephen Pritchard: The long-lasting lie that the LNP are good economic 

managers needs to be put to bed. Media should stop giving it any air time. 

00:34:53 Jane Wilkinson: w 

00:35:05 Jane Wilkinson: who's looking after education? 

00:35:07 Pauline Roberts: I was 14 when Gough won in 1972 and on Saturday night I 

knew what my extended family felt like all those years ago - a mix of absolute joy and sheer relief 

that the result had gone the RIGHT way!!  Thanks TAI team for your excellent coverage of the 

election of this century! 

00:35:19 Trish Randles: Jason clare in education 

00:35:27 jennifer manson: I wonder where Anne Aly has ended up? 

00:35:28 John Englart: The speed of ascension of Albanese Government is reminiscent of 

Labor's 1972 win. But I hope there is more memory in this government not to repeat some of the 

errors of Whitlam. 

00:35:28 Judith O'BYRNE:Why are men' intelligent', but women 'bright'? 

00:35:31 Valarie Sands: Labor's New Front Bench https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-05-

31/federal-election-live-labor-reaches-majority-albanese-ministry/101112120?sfmc_id=351652121 

00:35:34 Stephen Prohm: Big shout out for TanyaP. She does not seem to be flavour of 

the month but I've always I enjoyed her interviews. 

00:35:42 Kathryn Boles: I'm wondering about Social Services. There are a lot of reforms to 

make! 

00:35:47 Tony Simons: All have a spring in their step with removal of our worst ever PM 

and worst govt 

00:35:56 Mark Hutchison: I'm glad Plibersek got Environment - experience counts 

00:36:06 mel s: Oh YES indeed Kathryn..All the women applauded vigorously in support of 

the female panellists when Mr Downer became antagonistic..Great atmosphere in the audience!! 

Sisterhood. 

00:36:12 Angelika Heurich: Thanks for that Trish… will see how Jason Clare goes in the 

Ed portfolio 

00:36:14 CELIA SEXTON: Please do not use “Albo”. That is a disrespectful echo of the Scomo 

era 

00:36:28 Caroline Tulip: Time for Prime Minister Albanese 

00:36:47 Angelika Heurich: Celia, that's the handle Anthony Albanese uses on Twitter... 

00:36:53 Judith O'BYRNE:I agree Celia - AA is a man of dignity. 

00:37:32 Kevin Judah White: No room in ministry for Anne Aly nor Peter Khalid? 

00:37:41 Shelley Evans: Wilke could be brilliant! 

00:37:47 Emma-Kate Rose: Yes, Anne Aly got Early Childhood 
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00:37:54 Kathryn Boles: Fantastic, Mel! 

00:38:14 Robynne Burchell: I agree Shelley Evans 

00:38:18 Stephen Pritchard: I haven't seen a real change of tone from the LNP-side of the 

fence. But, perhaps that doesn't matter. Labor, Greens and the Independents can take the lead with 

a better tone. PM Albanese is leading by example. 

00:38:26 Liz Ryan: ABC news website says 77 

00:38:26 Trish Randles: Lisa Chesters would do an amazing job as a Minister or Junior 

Minister. Missed opportunity. 

00:38:28 Tony Simons: Albo, integrity and decency missing for nine years 

00:39:03 mel s: Anyone guess what job Tim Wilson or Josh Frydenberg will get post politics? 

00:39:24 Alan Coligado: About time we got a leader instead of a campaigner as PM. 

00:39:55 Liz Ryan: KM - ABC website has Labor 77 

00:39:58 Rory Dunlevy: Albo I hope will embrace the views of women in plus embrace 

productivity and climate technology. No time for timidity 

00:39:58 Licia Kokocinski: I don't think it is in Mr Albanese' personality to boast or be 

an alpha male.  He demonstrates confidence quietly.  It getting things done, not the broggadoccio. 

00:40:17 Caroline Tulip: Chris Bowen gets energy; Madeleine King resources and Northern 

Australia - totally pro gas 

00:40:21 Angelika Heurich: #BinNight collectors, Mel? :-) 

00:40:38 Anne sorensen: well done Peter in the polling         

00:41:08 mel s: Angelika..lol I think lobbying sadly for Tim Wilson. 

00:41:51 mel s: Lucrative contacts that will make him get a hefty salary from his role in 

government 

00:41:57 Judith Gamper: from Judith - thank you. Shall finish from recording.  I have another 

webinar. 

00:42:15 Caroline Tulip: Super majority of parliamentarians and senators who want actual 

(as opposed to Labor’s weak) climate action 

00:42:20 Susan Masters: Lisa Chesters on the outer as a big supporter of Shorten.  But after 4 

successive wins, she deserves recognition. 

00:42:36 Shelley Evans: AA is actually an experienced and accomplished government leader 

in the house - he will be an excellent PM! 

00:43:20 Angelika Heurich: Tim will find his way, as he always has …. including via his 

membership with the IPA 

00:44:03 Christaan Cartledge: Great graphic. 
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00:44:11 Angelika Heurich: The Libs & Nats have been stuck in the 50s for a very long 

time... probably since the 50s 

00:44:26 Caroline Tulip: I want to stop talking about Libs and Nats for 6 months and only talk 

about Gov actions; also some journalists need to be blanked out ie no info drops. They have abused 

their Canberra gallery privileges 

00:44:30 Murray SAYLE: Federal ICAC now Climate Action Now tax the rich and not the poor, 

free child care 

00:44:46 Brian O'Farrell: Albo has to make the Teals and Greens look good, and it is in their 

mutual interest, if he wants to put the Libs to the sword and not a bounce back in 2025 

00:44:47 Ian Heriot: Absolutely a rejection of “last century" thinking 

00:45:04 Andrew Barty-King: Yes and about time 

00:45:04 Tony Simons: 19th C? 

00:45:14 mel s: Angelika..Tim’s stepfather is a state politician for The Mornington 

Peninsula..Fun Fact Why didn’t anyone mention this in the press..? 

00:45:15 Caroline Tulip: Community independents NOT TEALS, thank you 

00:45:18 Angelika Heurich: Oh Caroline, I really want to see the Coalition at the ICAC 

hearings... as defendents, of course … popcorn anyone? 

00:45:30 Stephen Pritchard: Pleased to see support for these Labor policies. A bit 

surprised/disappointed there is not more support for childcare or an Indigenous voice to parliament 

- but at least there is a goodly proportion of support. 

00:45:36 Caroline Tulip: Oh yeah just at ICAC; forget about them for rest of time 

00:45:43 HEATHER KJOLLER: Way better than Netflix! 

00:45:57 Angelika Heurich: Agree Caroline :-) 

00:46:05 mel s: Id like to see Grace Tame leading a new political movement for millennials! 

00:46:20 Caroline Tulip: Agree Mel 

00:46:20 Ian Heriot: She already is1 

00:46:21 mel s: WOW Katherine 

00:47:09 Liz Ryan: Would be a good move for PM AA to invite Helen Haines to present 

her bill again, Get it done, Move on to next urgent thing....it's the vibe 

00:47:17 Caroline Tulip: I know many ACT Liberals that voted Pocock in Upper House 

00:47:32 Tony Simons: Agree biggest split since DLP. Religion still  the issue. Evangelicals are 

poison. 

00:47:41 mel s: YES..Briiighton as well..Extraordinary! 

00:47:55 Caroline Tulip: Pentecostals in WA Liberal Party lost the party a lot of votes 

00:48:04 mel s: Rebecca Judd is upset and attacking Dan Andrews as a result in the press 
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00:48:09 robert laird: agree with labour policies and that these match with community 

expectations. The gap between govt revenue and expenditure is worrying. I would happily pay more 

tax to achieve the social/reenewable/childcare changes. Should GSt go to 15% like NZ? 

00:48:11 mel s: Absurd 

00:48:15 Murray SAYLE: Senate is more balanced 

00:48:24 Angelika Heurich: Agree, Liz Ryan 

00:48:25 Shelley Evans: Agree LR - it would be gold! 

00:48:39 Philip Benjamin: Roy Morgan report right now - "ALP win majority and 

Government Confidence jumps 28.5pts to 111.5 in the week after the Federal Election." 

00:49:12 Ida Vincent: How good is this! 

00:49:13 Caroline Tulip: Absolutely no reason not to reactivate Haines bill RIGHT on first day 

of Parliament. I am worried Labor will squib on retrospectivity 

00:49:32 Liz Ryan: 19 is close to 20 

00:49:34 Jo Barkworth: NO to GST increase!! Impacts the poor too much. 

00:49:45 Anne Shaw: Community Independents 

00:49:48 Colleen Gibbs: Agree with Katherine, its too soon to tell if there has been a 

definitive decoupling from the major party and Independents will continue to be a force. What 

happens to the centre right and right in the future will be interesting 

00:50:21 judy bamberger: katherine is focusing on here and now; wish we would too 

00:50:27 Angelika Heurich: If Labor reneges on any part of ICAC promises they will have 

the wrath of the communities who voted in their Independent candidates… 

00:50:28 Mark Hutchison: Greens did some careful work in the coal seats 

00:50:42 Alistair McCulloch: Reactivating Haines Bill would pitch ICAC as a non-party 

cross-parliament initiative and genuinely wedge the LNP dinosaurs. 

00:50:48 Caroline Tulip: I wont go back to Labor until it actually deals with Scope 3 emissions 

ie gas exports 

00:50:54 John McCallum: Is this the end of Michael Rimmer 

00:50:59 Terry Peters: 13 Women appointed to Ministries 

00:51:08 Joanna Mendelssohn: What about comparing the new force to the creation of the 

Liberal Party in the 1940s. The current lot have nothing to do with Menzies, while the so-called teals 

certainly do 

00:51:10 Stephen Pritchard: I agree the Haines bill for an Integrity Commission would be 

a great way to build bridges in the new parliament and progress this very important issue quickly. 

00:51:22 Caroline Tulip: Next election I predict Country Independents to kill off the Nats 

00:51:22 Ian Heriot: yes, Michael Rimmer is history 
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00:51:23 Greg Banova: Are traditionally ALP Outer suburban seats in danger at next 

election, as well as in upcoming Vic State election? The Age says Tim Pallas is in trouble in Werribee 

in November 

00:51:27 Andrew Barty-King: GST increases can be targeted appropriately, ie not on 

certain foodstuff etc 

00:51:42 Gregory Olsen: Folks, tax takes money out of the economy. Tax doesn’t fund 

Federal Government spending.  Spending comes first.  Tax comes later. 

00:51:49 Tony Simons: Dutton likely to lead LNP lower. 

00:51:54 Colleen Gibbs: Agree ICAC will be important on integrity of the ALP as much as their 

other policies  and how governing is managed. 

00:52:17 Caroline Tulip: Independents are here to stay and community independent 

movement will continue to remove the fossil dinosaurs 

00:52:27 Tony Simons: Pau; "charisma" Fletcher gone in 2025 

00:52:33 John McCallum: thank God ..if she is real 

00:52:45 Angelika Heurich: This is a complete revamp of our very staid, stuck “two” 

party system in Aus 

00:52:47 mel s: Preach Caroline!! 

00:52:50 Kevin Judah White: As per a previous comment, I too hope that new A-G, Mark 

Dreyfus, will put an immediate end to harassment of Bernie Collaery and Witness K. 

00:52:51 Caroline Tulip: People need to have the Uluru Statement delivered to their homes 

so everyone can actually read it 

00:53:10 Jo Barkworth: Poor people still have to buy other sstuff other than food! 

00:53:13 Bev Majda: OMG the "bufer 

00:53:42 John Englart: Country community Independents are making regional National 

Party and Liberal seats more marginal. Alex Dyson in western Victoria seat of Wannon forced Lib Dan 

Tehan to preferences. 

00:53:44 Shelley Evans: Wow thqat is good news - democracy does work! 

00:53:55 mel s: Ha ha Katherine! 

00:53:56 Caroline Tulip: Exactly John. 

00:54:12 Angelika Heurich: Let’s see what happens re Julian Assange as well, Kevin 

00:54:16 robert laird: re gst increases to enable govt investment. Suggest that we 

exempting some items simple leads to debate about where the tax falls and inefficiencies in 

collection. The way to manage the inequitable impact on low income people is to compensate them 

via payments such as tax refund, pension etc etc 

00:54:26 mel s: It’s restored my faith in humanity AND democracy with this election!!! 
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00:54:27 Licia Kokocinski: Still a lot of work to do around the Uluru Statement of the 

Heart statement and acceptance, if any referendum is going to be won. 

00:54:50 Caroline Tulip: Yes Lucia for a start get it to everyone so they can understand it and 

know what it is 

00:54:50 Tony Simons: Until LNP has a 2030 target no credible policy 

00:55:04 Caroline Tulip: Sorry Licia 

00:55:09 robert laird: MS yes, its restored my faith also 

00:55:15 Ian Heriot: Recommend Midnight Oils album Makarata which has a full 

statement of the Voice from Uluru as its last track 

00:55:20 Angelika Heurich: Hedging bets… not surprising when the Coalition has just 

lost in no uncertain terms… 

00:55:22 mel s: It’s called REBRANDING ..they are desperate now 

00:55:29 Michael Cowan: Jane Hume's comment on 2GB that Liberal values are Australia's 

value and it's just that Australians don't understand this demonstrates how out of touch they are. 

00:55:29 Murray SAYLE: #Dutton is a liability 

00:55:31 mel s: I don’t trust them! 

00:55:34 Caroline Tulip: Thanks Ian - will listen to it 

00:55:36 Jo Barkworth: Not all poor people pay tax!! 

00:55:50 Richard Tuffin: Apparently the LNP don't think Labor has a mandate because of 

their primary vote. 

 

I disagree. They won the election! 

00:55:53 Andrew Barty-King: yes! hopeless attempt at rebranding 

00:55:57 Caroline Tulip: Dutton is the Liberals first big mistake in new parliament 

00:56:01 John McCallum: sorry but do any sentinent beings live in Dixon 

00:56:05 jennifer manson: Littleproud is expecting Labor to honor LNP promises on 

billions for regional & rural areas.  Could this money be better used in remote aboriginal 

communities, aged care, environment etc 

00:56:14 Kathryn Boles: Mel, they've been desperate for a while now!        

00:56:19 Liz Ryan: Jacinta Price doesn't support it 

00:56:25 mel s: Woot!! Woot!! Bye Bye Barnaby. 

00:56:29 Caroline Tulip: Unspent Nationals Net Zero $billions need to remain unpaid 

00:56:34 Emma-Kate Rose: Perin Davy is an ex- Murray Irrigation lobbyist 
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00:56:37 Angelika Heurich: lol Mel 

00:56:38 John Watson: Dutton is a placeholder, surely, while the dust settles... 

00:56:39 Shelley Evans: She is a token woman Pete! 

00:56:46 Tony Simons: Turnbull knew most LNP would not accept Uluru. He rejected it in 2 

minutes showing very bad manners. His worst act as PM 

00:56:52 Caroline Tulip: Perrin Davey is in with all the water thieves 

00:57:11 Angelika Heurich: Considering the Nats only have 3 women in both houses, 

the token is more that obvious 

00:57:15 Tony Simons: ICAC on the venal Nats 

00:57:24 Jo Barkworth: No party has a MANDATE for their policies where a majority of the 

population didn't vote for them. And no one agrees with all the policies of the party they voted 

for..... 

00:57:25 Andrew Barty-King: John Watson: yes agree 

00:57:25 Murray SAYLE: Greens got more votes than the Nationals 

00:57:39 Murray SAYLE: Gerrymander 

00:57:46 Trish Randles: the Labor Party target of 43% is the floor. All want this to be 

exceeded. 

00:57:48 Emma-Kate Rose: Yes Murray - perverse system we have eh? 

00:57:50 Jane Touzeau: A water thief - suits the fossil fuel Nats perfectly. 

00:57:56 Angelika Heurich: “Community Independents” thanks, Richard 

00:58:01 Joanna Mendelssohn: That’s why she got the gig. Northern NSW & QLD large 

irrigators versus the rest. Could be interesting 

00:58:18 Patricia Duffy: Smart would be to focus on 2035. 

00:58:23 Wendy Tubman: Agree Trish - it’s just a target - which can be beaten 

00:58:25 Caroline Tulip: Domestic emissions are trivial beside 50 Mtons of gas exported per 

annum with Labor overseeing more gasfields to be developed 

00:58:30 Ian Heriot: What's wrong with agreeing a target of 43% and then exceeding it? 

00:58:44 mel s: Approximately 2 million Australians voted for The Greens..that says ALOT! 

00:58:45 Paul Loring: The media are already minimising and softening the Coalition, also 

implying they are still a voice of significance, and attacking the Gov't. They, we, will have 3 years of 

this, if nothing is done to change the way the media operate, and the openness and honesty of 

pollies. This needs urgent change, ie, a years to make it happen then 2 years of a different way of 

operating 

00:58:47 Trish Randles: Exactly Ian 
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00:58:54 Licia Kokocinski: There are three things that Labor and independents can 

come together with (and possibly a proportion of LNP opposition)-an ICAC & integrity, climate 

change and equity. 

00:58:58 Shelley Evans: Ian spot on - work with what we have and work for more 

00:59:00 Caroline Tulip: @Ian greens and Indys will let Labor put their weak climate policy in 

place and then improve on it 

00:59:01 Wendy Tubman: Absolutely nothing IH - way to go! 

00:59:06 Russell Johnstone: The States have carriage of this....so it may be up them! 

00:59:06 Alistair McCulloch: It'll be interesting to see the consequences of the LNP loss of 

government for Murray Basin management and water flows. 

00:59:09 Tony Simons: Porker Joyce was the Qld senator for Cubby Station and looting the 

Darling River 

00:59:17 Trish Randles: The independent auditors felt 43% could be achieved together with 

the policy priorities. 

00:59:21 robert laird: royal commission into media ownership in australia??? 

00:59:28 Angelika Heurich: We may just vote out the MSM next, Paul L 

00:59:51 Russell Johnstone: For export of coal to.....China... 

00:59:58 John McCallum: already have 

01:00:10 Caroline Tulip: The total hypocrisy of saying we are with you on climate action to 

the Pacific and yet keeping on exporting gas to China is huge. We have to reduce gas production. 

01:00:14 Trish Randles: PM AA said that only new coal mines which passed an 

environmental audit would open. None will. 

01:00:20 Valarie Sands: https://music.apple.com/au/album/uluru-statement-from-the-

heart-come-on-down-feat-troy/1530795103?i=1530795441 

01:00:29 Richard Tuffin: Next election Labor need to set up a mandate for media reform 

01:00:34 Caroline Tulip: Thanks @valerie 

01:00:49 Tony Simons: Will Dutton be an insurgent like Abbott? 

01:00:58 Liz Ryan: Quibbling about the target number is white noise.  If the govt makes 

sure business takes off, we will get some real numbers 

01:01:20 Andrew Barty-King: yes 

01:01:22 mel s: Tony..Let him be Abbott 2.0 and dig themselves further in the ground into 

oblivion.. 

01:01:22 Wendy Tubman: Exactly Trsh. AA also said they had to pass economic criteria 

- they won’t do that either. 
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01:01:31 Sean RICHARDSON: Bowen said mines can be built if environ & economic 

hurdles are met. Set the environ rules hi and remove any gov funding/incentives to make new mines 

stand on their own commercial & none will. Labor and greens can claim a victory. 

01:01:33 Angelika Heurich: Oh yeah, Mell 

01:01:34 Tony Simons: Bandt will not be as dogmatic as Bob Brown 

01:01:37 Angelika Heurich: Mel 

01:01:39 Caroline Tulip: Yeah the emissions number is just rubbish. We need actual 

improvements not fiddled figures. the LNP were lying about emissions for the decade 

01:01:44 Katherine Byrne: I think that Is gets so much money for coal and gas that 

makes it so hard to stop extraction 

01:02:04 Shelley Evans: Agree Sean this will work! 

01:02:10 Mark Hutchison: Pretty sad if a Labor govt is lagging business in  its climate 

targets 

01:02:16 Rory Dunlevy: Mike Cannon Brookes / AGL reflects the annoyance at politicians 

timidity 

01:02:16 robert laird: we get tax money from coal, but none from gas. 

01:02:17 Jo Barkworth: Dutton is still not seeing how much it is costing the country to NOT 

take action on climate change. When will he realise that it is getting harder and harder to grow food 

(drought/heat/floods), transport food (floods/strong winds), store food (mice/floods) etc etc 

01:02:19 HEATHER KJOLLER: Does Albanese 'know' that most new coal mines won't pass 

economic muster? 

01:02:24 mel s: Menzies is doing somersaults in his grave at the death of his beloved party.. 

RIP 

01:02:29 Caroline Tulip: We need to replace the EPBC act with a new federal environment 

act with fed EPA; and Put Zali’s bill into Parliament 

01:02:29 Murray SAYLE: Josh Burns MP said this morning Climate Change Climate Change 

01:02:45 Shelley Evans: It wo0n't! 

01:02:47 Trish Randles: Labor must also ensure that the movement of workers from fossil 

fuel jobs into renewable jobs must also be delivered side by side with targets being achieved. 

01:02:56 Tony Simons: Will the Nats extract a $30B lock on Dutton like Joyce? 

01:02:57 Stephen Prohm: KatherineM. Don't introduce logic for Dutton. 

01:03:09 Philip Benjamin: https://www.bien2022.com/ 

01:03:12 eva cox: we are ignoring the evident lost of trust in bigger parties may 

continue, data from surveys show this is high and the independent small parties may increas their 

votes and we'll stop having solo governments and big oppositions.  This was my prediction in my 
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boyer lectures. Trust is essential to make democracy work, too much economics and no social issues 

is toxic. 

01:03:19 Caroline Tulip: @tony They can’t if they are not in government 

01:03:21 Andrew Barty-King: Trish: Crucial sequencing 

01:03:35 Trish Randles: Exactly Andrew 

01:03:36 robert laird: Germany had a very successful set of policies to move workers out 

of coal. It has been done..... 

01:03:45 mel s: Yes indeed Eva Cox! We see trends like that in Europe 

01:03:46 Angelika Heurich: Absolutely agree, Eva Cox 

01:04:07 Sean Foley: On climate, what happened to Just Transition? 

01:04:08 Caroline Tulip: Dutton will only support Haine’s ICAC bill if he can get it amended 

watered down 

01:04:16 Angelika Heurich: Oh finally... lol 

01:04:37 Trish Randles: Labor don't need Dutton's support. 

01:04:41 mel s: The Murdocrazy is irrelevant to the masses now 

01:05:06 mel s: Millenails don’t read newspapers anymore..they’re alone tis Tok 

01:05:11 Ian Heriot: Can't we just move on the new paradigm? 

01:05:16 mel s: They’re on Tim Tok 

01:05:27 jennifer manson: If Dutton wants to stay in power, he has to please the right 

wing, which is what is left.  However, he's a place-holder for now and likely to be replaced when 

there's a better candidate eg when Frydenberg's return.  Sussan Ley's comments were very 

unimpressive, whilst Dutton's suggested they'll be in the wilderness until he's replaced.  He can't be 

a soft guy and opposition leader at the same time.  He'll be an Abbot type as he's shown already. 

01:05:28 robert laird: but beware teh murdock papers - over time they can pull down a 

good government eg Julia Gillard 

01:05:28 Caroline Tulip: The community indys worked around MSM to citizens directly 

through targeted advertising 

01:05:40 Susan Masters: Murdoch readers are a dying breed 

01:05:41 mel s: Social Media is news now to a younger generation 

01:06:08 Alistair McCulloch: I concur. Cautious optimism but we need to take great care 

with triumphalism.      

01:06:12 mel s: How many people under thirty on here tonight? 

01:06:17 Kevin Judah White: I wouldn't underestimate influence of Murdoch/Sky media 

over public opinion ... 

01:06:27 Caroline Tulip: Pocock campaign used TikTok, Insta and Facebook 
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01:06:27 Angelika Heurich: ... and to so many others from all generations, Mel... me 

included 

01:06:31 Liz Ryan: ABC shows and reporting didn't help 

01:06:39 mel s: There is a generational change with news sources 

01:06:48 Richard Tuffin: I still say, and this is despite its low numbers that Twitter was an 

influence in this election.  

 

I'm probably bias though 

01:07:01 Angelika Heurich: #add a note... Twitter is, but not sure about FB et al 

01:07:01 Colin Mitchell: Albanese will have the Australian people right behind him for action 

on climate change and doesn't need to fear the Libs.  Labor should forget its caution and go for it.  

Labor can afford to up the ante and increase its ambition on climate change action. 

01:07:03 Cheryl Tonkin: ABC was appalling. 

01:07:08 mel s: That’s great Angelika!! 

01:07:09 Paul Loring: To dismiss Murdoch, such a massive player, is not prudent. 

Techology will change but the opinions of such powerful people will not. 

01:07:17 Ian Heriot: Their audiences are relatively small > disproportionate emphasis? 

01:07:24 Kathryn Boles: Liz, I hope the ABC goes back to being impartial now. Great if some 

of those Liberals were kicked off the board. 

01:07:28 Trish Randles: Twitter users can live in their own bubble by following only those 

who agree with them. 

01:07:29 Shelley Evans: Yes - ABC is mealy mouthed! 

01:07:34 Caroline Tulip: ABC needs a big competence and ethics clean out 

01:07:35 John Browning: Ley reflects LNP values towards women perfectly. No perceptible 

thought - nothing meaningful to say. Always did what Morrison told her to do. 

01:07:40 Caroline Tulip: NOT TEALS!! 

01:07:41 mel s: What about twitter? 

01:07:57 Angelika Heurich: “Community Independents” thanks panel 

01:08:03 Anne Shaw: Community Independents please 

01:08:06 Adam Stapleton: When you negate a teal, you evoke a teal 

01:08:20 Stephen Pritchard: Interesting analysis of the Murdoch media by Richard 

Dennis. 

01:08:22 mel s: Their volunteers are very sophisticated and very smart with their data and 

why they won Blue Ribbon Seats 
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01:08:23 Caroline Tulip: ‘TEALS’ is considered a liberal/ Advance Australia put down (green 

but not quite green) 

01:08:35 John McCallum: any Polly that tries to appease factions rather than meaningful 

changes for the betterment of the planet and its species will be remembered as irelevant 

01:08:40 Shelley Evans: Apparently John men speak for women - in the Libs - what could 

possibly go wrong? 

01:08:43 Stephen Prohm: How about referring to them as MP's representing their 

communities?? 

01:08:43 Rosemary Watson: ABC needs better funding,  more indeopendence 

01:08:52 Liz Ryan: ignore the BS and plough on 

01:08:56 Yvonne Parker: I need more wine for this 

01:09:19 mel s: Yvonne..Maybe a stiff gin for Liberal voters.. 

01:09:20 Angelika Heurich: Not just Murdoch press... ABC & others were echo chambers 

for the LNP 

01:09:25 John McCallum: agreed YP 

01:09:28 John Browning: TEALS is good. Needs to be appropriated, not rejected. 

01:09:34 Trish Randles: The Teal independents are the change the country needed. 

01:09:38 Susan Masters: I will fess up... as a former Murdoch employee at the Herald Sun …  

if you  play it straight you can withstand anything... 

01:09:44 Stephen Wallace: Just call them independents - no community, no teal 

01:09:44 mel s: Can you name them Peter? 

01:09:45 Ian Heriot: Why be so polite? Murdoch is last century! 

01:09:54 Kathryn Boles: Time for Kevin Rudd's Royal Commission on Murdoch! 

01:09:58 Richard Tuffin: Loving this of an evening btw. 

 

Better than the 1pm timeslot I'm thinking 

01:10:00 Tony Simons: Malcolm Farr is a News Ltd "graduate 

01:10:03 mel s: YES please! 

01:10:06 Paul white: Don't forget incompetent Government - e.g. AAT, taking months to 

get a passport, Robo - also impacted.  People want and should expect a competent and efficient 

government. 

01:10:14 Murray SAYLE: Same tatics 

01:10:27 HEATHER KJOLLER: Still have Lachlan Murdoch as the 'new generation'?  Ugh... 

01:10:27 Susanne Koen: Yes to this time of day - much more manageable 
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01:10:31 mel s: So is Patricia Karvelas and she is now at The ABC Tony. 

01:10:50 mel s: I agree Susanne!! 

01:11:00 Tony Simons: PK is very annoying and her bias is obviuos 

01:11:01 Caroline Tulip: No, the Community Independents came out of a deliberately 

organised strategy. They are NOT the same as various other independents. The strategy was to blow 

up the Coalition and they did 

01:11:04 Licia Kokocinski: There was a groundswell of hatred and disillusionment 

against Libs in their heartland-you have to ask if this is the case in Labor heartland? 

01:11:11 Mark Hutchison: Loving this time slot in WA! (4pm) 

01:11:13 Angelika Heurich: This “Community Independent” model has been shown to 

prove that people have a voice… it can only grow from here 

01:11:25 Liz Ryan: Yes K Boles - and also shows like The Drum and Afternoon Briefing 

01:11:36 Kathryn Boles: Mel, most of what I've heard from PK has been good. 

01:11:37 Murray SAYLE: Sussan Ley "No duty of care" for future generations. 

01:11:44 Anne Shaw: Agree Angelika 

01:11:45 Richard Tuffin: Can't help but wonder if the Community Independents model will 

work as well at the State level.  

 

I reckon it's more singular in State elections (apart from the ACT...) 

01:11:46 Trish Randles: Much better timeslot for attendees but perhaps not for the 

presenters. 

01:11:55 robert laird: Sky news must lose the contract for broadcast to the Pacific area. Its 

a biased take on Australian news and views and does Australia no favours in the Pacific. Pacific 

islander have turned to the Chinese broadcasts as alternatives. Soft power such as this is critical and 

has been completely bastardised by the LNP 

01:11:58 Valarie Sands: @Paul white  Re public sector  - it's promising that Glyn Davis is 

heading up the Dept PM&C 

01:12:06 Stephen Pritchard: PM Albanese has already been interviewed by Skye and 

other Murdoch media. I think the PM realises he has to reach their audiences, however he might 

wish to ignore that media organisation. 

01:12:10 Caroline Tulip: The community inde0endents targeted the liberals to destroy the 

coalition 

01:12:11 John McCallum: agreed MS 

01:12:15 Susanne Koen: Totally Trish - understand that. Missing Ebony! 

01:12:30 John Browning: Could PK perhaps think that it is all about her? 
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01:12:33 mel s: Let’s wait for the state election here in Victoria Peter! Watch this Space with 

Dan Andrews alp seats.. 

01:12:36 Murray SAYLE: $100.000 for no seats 

01:12:40 Caroline Tulip: Palmer has no ground support use loads of Minerals Council money 

01:12:47 Richard Tuffin: Katy Gallagher will also be the Minister for the Public Service.  

 

Can't help but think having a Canberran in charge of the APS will be good for it. 

01:12:49 Ian Heriot: Bring back ABC overseas service 

01:12:55 Angelika Heurich: I move that the next webinar endeavours to use the term 

“Community Independents” rather than “Teals” … 

01:12:56 Kathryn Boles: Liz, The Drum is usually good; occasionally there is an annoying 

panelist. Afternoon went right down after PK left. 

01:13:02 Tony Simons: Teals for 2023 NSW election. 

01:13:11 Emma-Kate Rose: The Greens were campaigning for 12 years in that seat 

01:13:17 Rachel: Thanks to all for joining us today and for participating in a fascinating 

discussion!  

 

For details about upcoming webinars and to book head to: https://nb.tai.org.au/webinar_series. At 

the bottom of the page you can view our previous webinars in full if you missed any – including this 

one when it is uploaded soon. 

01:13:24 Liz Ryan: reporters are in bubbles hard to break 

01:13:29 John McCallum: seriously ..having a go at PK …please 

01:13:31 Raymond Lord: Yeah I'm with you Kathryn, I went to the Sydney Writer's Festival 

recording of The Party Room and I'm pretty sure PK progressive... 

01:13:44 Michael Cowan: Palmer wanted a party structure whereas the Teals adopted the 

model from Indi (McGowan/Haines)representing their local issues. 

01:13:45 robert laird: IH yes ABC overseas service much better. They lost the tender 

because they didnt take it seriously 

01:13:49 mel s: I agree Kathryn..PK is fair even though she can be a bit bias to Queer issues 

for obvious reasons 

01:13:51 Caroline Tulip: Richard Tuffin - yes the community independents movement will go 

after Nats and state libs next 

01:14:04 mel s: HILARIOUS 

01:14:06 Angelika Heurich: Katharine is drinking from a mug… hidden wine, perhaps? lol 

01:14:08 Susan Masters: Teals have already said they will target the Libs in Vic... Corey who? 
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01:14:08 jennifer manson: JB - an awful assumption about a great journalist 

01:14:09 Colleen Gibbs: Not sure the aim of the Teal independents was to go out to destroy 

the liberal party but rather wanted to be heard and seen in parliament as they were no longer 

reflected in a the liberal party hence they became irrelevant. 

01:14:18 John Watson: Fourteen? That many?? 

01:14:23 Tony Simons: Scotty's quiet Aussie wer not quiet 

01:14:27 Richard Tuffin: PK is really passionate about issues affecting our first nation 

peoples, let alone LBQT issues. 

01:14:29 mel s: They are silent..they will be dead in the grave soon 

01:14:29 Caroline Tulip: Colleen yes it was a deliberate strategy 

01:14:38 Michael Cowan: The conservatives being "free speechers" are not prone to joining 

and acting in a collective manner. 

01:14:41 mel s: Grumpy old attitudes 

01:14:52 Trish Randles: The community independents admit they are small 'L's. 

01:14:59 mel s: I call it FreeDUMB of Speech 

01:15:01 Trish Randles: The old Liberal values. 

01:15:02 Alistair McCulloch: Many thanks for another great discussion. Enjoy the wine! 

01:15:03 Angelika Heurich: Grassroots movements!!!! 

01:15:04 Stephen Wallace: Everyone is the community whoever they vote for - don't try 

to appropriate the word.  Better tactics to just say independents. 

01:15:08 Jake Wishart: I am recording the IPA webinar to watch later, personally 

01:15:08 Caroline Tulip: Sorry but not all the so-called Teals are from Liberals 

01:15:09 Marjorie Henzell: Loving this debate and with no anxiety 

01:15:11 Angelika Heurich: Thanks everyone! 

01:15:13 Robynne Burchell: Thank you so much, we love youxxx 

01:15:16 Jan Smith: Thank you all. What exciting times. 

01:15:16 Tony Simons: Great forum 

01:15:17 Susan Masters: Great one !!! 

01:15:19 Russell Johnstone: Thanks everyone 

01:15:22 mel s: Great session.. 

01:15:22 jennifer manson: thanks heaps. Great discussion! 

01:15:22 sheila pollard: thank you all.   from Sheila P 
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01:15:22 Ann Burns: Scotty's comment about the quiet aussies just made us mad! 

01:15:23 Nicholas van Schoten: Thanks all 

01:15:29 Raymond Lord: Thanks for the discussion!! 

01:15:30 Timmee Grinham: Thanks so much to all at the Aust Institute! Was fabulous! 

01:15:30 Murray SAYLE: Thanks team 

01:15:31 John Englart: Catch the essential report here: https://essentialreport.com.au/ 

01:15:32 Michael Cowan: Thanks - enjoy your break. 

01:15:32 Licia Kokocinski: love the format. 

01:15:33 Ian Heriot: great and thank you 

01:15:35 Judith Hudson: thanks a lot 

01:15:36 mel s: Night tIME PLEASE 

01:15:37 Yvonne Parker: Enjoy the rest. 

01:15:37 Angelika Heurich: Ta muchly 

01:15:39 Ann Burns: thank you all :-) 

01:15:40 Kevin Judah White: Thanks Australia Institute for this event! 

01:15:41 Anne Shaw: Thanks - fabulous insights 

01:15:42 Anne sorensen: thanks so much everyone. fantastic. have a great break.       

01:15:43 John Watson: Thanks all, great discussion, enjoy the break!! 

01:15:44 Anthony Smith: give us more data!!!! 

01:15:46 Andrew Barty-King: Excellent! 

01:15:46 Susanne Koen: No -- you can't take a month off! What will we do? I'm addicted!!! 

01:15:48 Janet Wheatley: Thank you all 

01:15:50 Susan Masters: keep it going 

01:15:51 Licia Kokocinski: thank you Richard, Peter and especially Katharine. 

01:15:52 Kip Fuller: Thanks all! 

01:15:53 Shelley Evans: WE love it!!!! 

01:15:56 jennifer manson: Would prefer not to miss the Drum! 

01:15:56 Steph Rey: Thanks all 

01:15:57 Rod simpson: Thanks! 

01:15:57 Felicity Ruby: thanks for a great convo you lot. havea good rest. 

01:15:59 Linda Garwood: Fantastic tonight, thanks all!! 
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01:16:05 Jill Hutson: great, well doe 

01:16:06 mel s: Take a breaK and enjoy the silence..You need sanity after the election 

01:16:07 Anthony Smith: <3 

01:16:08 Brian O'Farrell: looking forward to season 2 

01:16:09 Gereon Ardivilla: Thank you, Australia Institute. Cheers!      

01:16:11 Susanne Koen: Thank you thank you 

01:16:12 Richard Tuffin: oh man 

 

please don't wait a month for the next poll position... 

01:16:12 Karen Presbury: Love the TAI 

01:16:13 Stephen Pritchard: Thanks!!! 

01:16:13 Liz Ryan: Thanks for three great years!!!! 

01:16:17 Yvonne Parker: it's been terrific to fight with great people 

01:16:17 mel s: YOU GUYS ROCK 

01:16:18 Pauline Roberts: Thanks to all :-) 

01:16:19 Philip Benjamin: Support Universal Basic Income! 

01:16:19 Kaye Osborn: Love to you all.  enjoy your break.  Thank you! 

01:16:21 Kerry Silcock Silcock: Thanks TAI. These webinars have been a lifeline. 

01:16:23 Shelley Anderson: Fantastic! Thank you 


